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Seniors Earn Awards For Graduate Studies At Many Universities

With school days over for many seniors in June, many of the graduating class will continue their education in graduate school. Of those who have chosen graduate school, some have received scholarships, assistantships and fellowships in various schools throughout the country.

In the biology department, George Ross has received an assistantship to study in the York Cots. Ross has been awarded a graduate scholarship from Cornell University and a research fellowship from the University of Chicago. Konrad Rockland has been awarded a graduate fellowship at the University of Chicago. Richard Craft has been awarded a graduate fellowship by the University of Chicago. Richard Craft has been awarded a graduate fellowship at the University of Chicago. Richard Craft has been awarded a graduate fellowship at the University of Chicago.

The Spanish department has won the With Prom the Department of Romance Languages at the University of Chicago. St. Petersburg, Russia, at the University of Chicago and at Moscow University.

The English department has won the With Prom the Department of Romance Languages at the University of Chicago. St. Petersburg, Russia, at the University of Chicago and at Moscow University.

Warble On WTMU Collegiate Symphony

Wanner was selected as the WTMU Collegiate Symphony for the spring term. Wanner has been selected as the WTMU Collegiate Symphony for the spring term.

Campus Red Cross Selects Officers

For Coming Year

Now have selectees have chosen the Red Cross Unit for the campus for the next school year. These will be Hill Hewitt, Chairman; Delmann McMillan, Vice-Chairman; and Mary Ann Eyerly, secretary-treasurer. They will fulfill the duties for next year.

Plan Effective Color Day Weekend

Student Activities Coordinator: Announces Two Changes In Next Year's Faculty

Twelve members of the present faculty will not be on the campus one year, while four professors are returning to active teaching. The science departments are two such changes. Dr. W. J. Chittom of the chemistry department is leaving for a year of research. Because of his recent illness, however, his location is still indefinite. Dr. Chittom has been instructing classes in organic and biochemistry, as well as in some laboratory courses.

Decision on the faculty of the Department of Music was made by the Board of Trustees. The Board has decided to end its services after the present year. This decision was made by the Board of Trustees.

Administration Announces Twelve Changes In Next Year’s Faculty

Twelve members of the present faculty will not be on the campus one year, while four professors are returning to active teaching. The science departments are two such changes. Dr. W. J. Chittom of the chemistry department is leaving for a year of research. Because of his recent illness, however, his location is still indefinite. Dr. Chittom has been instructing classes in organic and biochemistry, as well as in some laboratory courses.

Decision on the faculty of the Department of Music was made by the Board of Trustees. The Board has decided to end its services after the present year. This decision was made by the Board of Trustees.

The English department has lost three professors this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year. The "arsenal" has good news this year.
**SPORTS**

SLUGGERS TAKE 7th; THIN-CLADS WIN FINAL

**Scots Blast Muskingum 43**

Borowy Slams Four-Bagger

Joe Borowy's two-run single in the seventh inning to drive in Stan Mose and Dave Dowd, after six scoreless innings, propelled Knox to the 43-19 win over Muskingum.

Joe Borowy, Joe Mersky, and Stan Mose were the key players for Knox. Borowy finished with three hits and three runs scored.

**Another Knox Win**

The win was the fifth of the season for Knox and the third straight win over Muskingum.

**Knox Stat Summary**

- Home run: Joe Borowy (4)
- RBI: Joe Borowy (3)
- Hits: Joe Mersky (3)
- Runs scored: Stan Mose (3)

**Muskingum Stat Summary**

- Home run: None
- RBI: None
- Hits: None
- Runs scored: None

**Game Notes**

- Location: Knox Field
- Attendance: 2,500
- Next Game: Thursday vs. Ohio Wesleyan

---

**Yoenem Victorors**

Here are some facts about the W. 6-2 win over Muskingum:

- The win was the 12th for Knox.
- Knox set a new school record for wins in a season.
- Knox outscored Muskingum 43-19.

**Borowy's Hit**

Joe Borowy's two-run single in the seventh inning to drive in Stan Mose and Dave Dowd, after six scoreless innings, propelled Knox to the 43-19 win over Muskingum.

Joe Borowy, Joe Mersky, and Stan Mose were the key players for Knox. Borowy finished with three hits and three runs scored.

**Knox Stat Summary**

- Home run: Joe Borowy (4)
- RBI: Joe Borowy (3)
- Hits: Joe Mersky (3)
- Runs scored: Stan Mose (3)

**Muskingum Stat Summary**

- Home run: None
- RBI: None
- Hits: None
- Runs scored: None

**Game Notes**

- Location: Knox Field
- Attendance: 2,500
- Next Game: Thursday vs. Ohio Wesleyan

---

**Fifth Retains softball Crown**

Seventh Nine Runners-Up

Claremont defeated Knox 5-0 in the championship game of the Four-Bagger Softball Tournament.

**Fifth Retains**

Fifth retained its softball crown with a 5-0 win over Knox in the championship game of the Four-Bagger Softball Tournament.

**Seventh**

Seventh was runners-up with a 5-0 loss to Fifth in the championship game.

**Nine Runners-Up**

Nine Runners-Up was third with a 5-0 win over Knox.

**Fourth**

Fourth was fourth with a 5-0 win over Knox.

---
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**Fourth**
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Infiltration of water.

"Justice courses" pictured, both in the foreground and from the back. They're a double entendre, with "Justice" and "Justice" both implying dual meanings.

"The Spanish Apartment" is a double entendre, with "Spanish" referring to the location and "Apartment" referring to the setting.

"The World" is a double entendre, with the reference to "The World" being both a newspaper and a metaphorical reference to the world at large.

"After the War" is a double entendre, with the reference to "War" being both a literal reference to World War I and a metaphorical reference to the end of a relationship.

"The Gospel of Mark" is a double entendre, with "Gospel" referring to the religious text and "Mark" being a reference to the author of the book.

"The Vision" is a double entendre, with "Vision" referring to the literal vision of the Prophet and "Vision" also being a reference to the Prophet's vision of the future.

"The Voice" is a double entendre, with "Voice" referring to the literal voice of the Prophet and "Voice" also being a reference to the Prophet's voice as a messenger of God.

"The Prophet" is a double entendre, with "Prophet" referring to the literal prophet and "Prophet" also being a reference to the Prophet as a spiritual leader.

"The Book of Mormon" is a double entendre, with "Book of Mormon" referring to the religious text and "Mormon" being a reference to the religious group.

"The Friend" is a double entendre, with "Friend" referring to the literal friend and "Friend" also being a reference to the Prophet's companions.

"The Interpreter" is a double entendre, with "Interpreter" referring to the literal interpreter and "Interpreter" also being a reference to the Prophet's ability to interpret the will of God.

"The Deseret News" is a double entendre, with "Deseret News" referring to the literal newspaper and "Deseret" being a reference to the region.

"The Salt Lake Tribune" is a double entendre, with "Salt Lake Tribune" referring to the literal newspaper and "Salt Lake" being a reference to the location.

"The Salt Lake Herald" is a double entendre, with "Salt Lake Herald" referring to the literal newspaper and "Salt Lake" being a reference to the location.

"The Salt Lake Telegram" is a double entendre, with "Salt Lake Telegram" referring to the literal newspaper and "Salt Lake" being a reference to the location.

"The Deseret News" is a double entendre, with "Deseret News" referring to the literal newspaper and "Deseret" being a reference to the region.

"The Salt Lake Tribune" is a double entendre, with "Salt Lake Tribune" referring to the literal newspaper and "Salt Lake" being a reference to the location.
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